In the general case, PN could be determined for each node N in the graph as follows. Consider each path (A,p ,p2,. ..,Pn, N) from the entry node A to then.de~.
Apply constant propagation throughout this path to obtain a set of propagated constants at node N for this path only.
The intersection of the propagated constants determined for each path to N is then the set of constants which can be assumed for optimization purpoees, since it is not known which of the paths will be taken at execution-time. 
A GLOBAL ANALYSIS ALGORITHM
The analysis of the program graph of Figure  1 suggests a solution to the global constant propagation problem. Considering node C, the first approximation to P is given by propagating constants along th~path (A, B, C), resulting in
Based upon this approximate pool, the first approximations to subsequent nodes can be determined:
}. F 
Continuing around the loop once again from node F to node C, the third approximate pool P; ia determined as 
Similarly, the set of "immediate predecessors" of N is given by
Let the finite set~be the set of all possible optimizing pools for a given application (e.g., = P (u) in the constant propagation case, where U = V x C), and A be a "meet" operation with the properties A: P X P +~,
-.
x A y = y A x (commutative), Step A5 can be executed a maximum of h(~') times for any given node. Since there are n nodes in the program graph, step A5 can be performed no more than n q h(~') times.
In the case of constant propagation, for example, let u be the cardinality of U. Figure  6 by reversing the gr~ph~as~ho& in Figure  7 . Given that node C is the exit node of the original graph, node C becomes the entry node of the reversed graph.
Thus,~= {(C,@)} in the analysis shOwn in 
